90,000th MAN truck from Cracow


MAN plant in Niepołomice produces 90,000th truck



Milestone vehicle bought by Polish transport

company Sachs Trans

On March 14, 2017 the MAN Trucks heavy truck assembly plant
in Niepołomice near Cracow, Poland, marked an extraordinary
milestone. It produced its 90,000th truck since opening.
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The milestone vehicle was a MAN TGS 18.420 4x2 BLS - TS semitrailer
truck, which was received by Marek Sachs, managing director of Polish
transport company Sachs Trans. Sachs Trans already operates a fleet of
some 50 vehicles with the famous lion on the front. They are mostly 460
and 500 horsepower MAN TGX EfficientLine 3 semitrailer trucks, though
the company also runs MAN TGX 26.500 6x2/4 BLS tractor units for heavyduty domestic and international transport services.

The semitrailer truck handed over on March 14 is one of 80 vehicles Sachs
Trans has ordered this year, and is the 90,000th truck the MAN plant has
produced since it began operating in October 2007. At the facility near
Cracow MAN produces trucks of the TGX and TGS model series, which are
shipped all around Europe. It also produces heavy truck models for markets
outside Europe and overseas.
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MAN Truck & Bus is one of Europe's leading commercial vehicle manufacturers and transport solution providers, with
an annual revenue of some 9 billion euros (2016). The company's product portfolio includes vans, trucks, buses/coaches
and diesel and gas engines along with services related to passenger and cargo transport. MAN Truck & Bus is a company
of Volkswagen Truck & Bus GmbH and employs more than 35,000 people worldwide.
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Family atmosphere at the handover of the 90,000th MAN truck from Cracow: Accompanied
by his wife Alina Sachs, his two sons and son-in-law, Sachs Trans head Marek Sachs (in
centre of picture on right) takes delivery of the milestone vehicle from MAN deputy plant
manager Pawel Stazyk (in centre of picture on left).
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